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Characters’ Strengths  
and Weaknesses 

Part A
List the strengths and weaknesses of the characters listed below, looking carefully in the text for 
evidence. The first one has been completed to help you get started.

E.g.

Character Strengths Weaknesses

Vasily

•  talented musician
•  not greedy
•  some good ideas (had a plan to  

stay awake)

•  disrespectful to Erik
•  not resilient enough to stay awake
•  jealous

Dmitry

Ivan

Tsar Vislav

the wolf

Erik the gardener

Words/phrases you may find helpful: jealous, greedy, power-hungry, powerful, loyal, 
trusted, wise, fearsome, fearless, ambitious, determined, strong-willed, bossy, demanding, 
fond of beautiful things, short-tempered, disobedient, impulsive
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Part B
Discuss with a partner and then record your response to this question: Which characters in the 
story fascinate you most so far? Explain your answer, using evidence from the text to back up 
your opinions.

E.g. You might start like this:

I am fascinated by Ivan because he is so full of life and keen to have an adventure. I don’t think 
he is motivated by wealth or power but he just seems to want to do exciting things and to please 
his father. I was truly surprised by his behaviour when he…

Sentence starters to help you:

I am fascinated by…

I also find     fascinating because…

I was intrigued by    ’s behaviour when…

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explain who is your least favourite character so far and give reasons for your answer.

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge Task

Characters’ Strengths  
and Weaknesses 
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Characters’ Strengths and Weaknesses 
Answers

Part A
Character Strengths Weaknesses

Vasily

•  talented musician
•  not greedy
•  some good ideas (had a plan to  

stay awake)

•  disrespectful to Erik
•  not resilient enough to stay awake
•  jealous

Dmitry • ambitious

• disrespectful to Erik
• lazy
• spends too much time partying
• not resilient enough to stay awake
• jealous
• power-hungry 

Ivan

• ambitious
• adventurous
• determined
• not greedy
• strong-willed
• has quick responses
• brave

• disobedient
• impulsive
• does not follow instructions

Tsar Vislav
• a strong leader
• powerful
• loves his sons

• short-tempered
• does not treat his sons equally
• obsessed with beautiful things

the wolf

• wise
• strong
• fast
• helpful 

• eats people’s horses

Erik the gardener
• wise
• loyal
• trusted 

• getting old
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Example answer:

My least favourite character so far is Dmitry. His greediness in wanting to win half of the 
kingdom and his jealousy of his brother is unappealing. We are told that he just enjoys partying 
and spending time with his friends. The tsar is not impressed with his oldest son because of 
this and he does not expect him to stay awake to catch the thief. Although both of the older 
brothers snigger at the gardener when he talks about the firebird, I get the impression that 
Dmitry is dominant in this because Vasily is described as being a quieter and more thoughtful 
character. 

Challenge Task

Part B
I am fascinated by Ivan because he is so full of life and keen to have an adventure. I don’t think he is 
motivated by wealth or power but he just seems to want to do exciting things and to please his father. I was 
truly surprised by his behaviour when he did not turn back in the forest when he saw the ominous sign. I was 
even more surprised when he did not seem terrified when the wolf ate his horse. This intrigued me just as it 
intrigued the wolf. He is not a perfect character because he did not listen to the instructions given to him by 
the wolf and this makes him interesting too. 


